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About This Game

In the Land of Fairy Tales, finding a happy ending is a trivial thing. That is until you look under the sofa or check the expiration
dates in the fridge. Even the happiest of storybook creatures have their messy habits and dirty laundry. And who does the

cleaning? Why, the cleaning fairy, of course! Welcome to The Glade's one and only cleaning service – Fairy Maids! Take on the
fast and fun Time Management gameplay!

- Exciting action
- Hilarious characters

- Become the cleaning fairy!
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I thought this was a beautiful game. It is a great detective story with characters you become invested in and in a wonderful
historical setting. The puzzles are interesting and challenging. They make you think but are not impossible. The game was well
worth my time and money spent. I highly recommend this game and anxiously look forward to either a sequel or any future
game from this developer!. Literally unplayable if you have an oculus rift. Game always launches steamVR and then stays there
with a black screen. No way to make it play regularly on the desktop short of uninstalling the rift.. I wouldn't say this is a review
as the game is literally dead, I encountered 2 maybe 3 players the whole time I was playing which was dissapointing because this
game and it's mechanics has sooooo much potential, yh sure it's buggy and clunky (especially with certain vehicles) but it's got
everything you'd want from a BR/Survival game, an objective and many ways to acomplish that objective but like I said this
really isn't a review just a cry for help really but for now I will be refunding, fair enough it's not even 2 months old but I don't
see the point playing a multiplayer based game on my own... I will be returning in the future most definetly but for now gonna
give this one a miss. Great game though honestly!. All yalls that say this game suck are just too hard to please. Its Trackmania.
So its fanfreaking fantastic. Initially I didn't like the Trackmania2 series but I was coming from United and the Nations ESWC.
These games have now grown on me greatly and Lagoon is a pleasant addition to the series.

Pros
- It has Trackmania in the title
- looks fantastic
- drives fantastic
- cars stick fantastic
- cars drift fantastic
- cars taste fantastic

Cons (lets not focus on the bad though you negative Nancys)
- stupid update system
- stupid lan system
- Ubisoft is just the worst, get over it. Yargis is a 2D space shooter with short playeble missions that you can play online and
offline (right now there are not enogh peaple to play it online but you can co op with a friend)

Level design:
There are a lot of deferent level design's like capture the cows that are floating in space (I know a bit wierd), Find the planets
and scan them, Maze, Race, Protect the planet, Survive the attack and much more.

Gameplay:
As i said before, You get a lot of deferent levels to play, Some of them are more fun then others but overall they are mostlly
well desinged and fun to play.
Some of the levels in the game require you to play online or in co-op as there are too hard to pass alone.
You can upgrade the ship with a veriaty of wepons that you unlock throu the game by leveling up, The amount of mony you get
at each level is really low and not well balanced with the cost of the upgrads so you will need to replay some levels to get more
xp and money to buy that usefull shiled and cannon.
Right now the online play is a no go as there are not enogh players there but co-op is a fun option that works with no lag or
problem.

Graphic:
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The graphics are good for this kind of game with not so many options to change them. The bordars of the map are hard to spot
and you bounce off uncontrolebly off them.

Playebillity:
When it came out it was unplayeble, But after a short talk with the devs they fixed the way the ship moves, The fixe came
within a day and now it's much more playable and fun, There are still problems with the sliding and controller scham but it is
menegable.
The game gets more problematic if you mount more then one wepon, To use the second wepon you press the powerup button
and it canceld eachother out and it will randomly activates the buffs you collect.

Overall it's a fun little game that you can play with friends but at that price point I would wait for it to go on sell.. Pros:
Tanks are fun to use, sometimes

Cons:
SUPER repettive
Guns are WILDLY inaccurate
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It's common for RPGs to have really simple puzzles of the sort where there's a block on ice, and you're supposed to push the
block around. If, like me, you find those puzzles to be insultingly easy, you might appreciate this game. Most of the game is
about RPG-type puzzles, except that these puzzles are actually well-designed, and can be quite challenging. There are also a lot
of them, with lots of variety. The game is quite long, took me 20 hours.

There is also a unique battle system, that involves switching characters between 3 "lanes", so that you can control who defends
and who gets attacked. There's a decent amount of depth in the combat system, and I would often have to switch strategies for
different opponents. I found it frustrating to deal with opponents that switched lanes a lot though.

The story is understated, but very sweet. The characters learn that history is resetting every 100 years, but they don't have any
idea what to do about it, so they meander a lot. It's about finding meaning in the face of futility.. I really enjoyed this game and
its reworking of the classic survival horror genre. Visuals suit the tone of the game and I look forward to the next episodes.
Please don't take too long.. Solid real time strategy game by a single developer. Which is amazing given the quality of the game.
A mix between light Homeworld and FTL progression through a map you have to get to the "other side" of. Sure, it's an indie
title, is missing a few things (formations, multiplayer) but if you take it for what it is, and what it's priced at I'm fairly certain
you'll enjoy yourself with it. I haven't spent much time with it but not because of the game but because of life and other game
releases I've been waiting for for year(s). Support quality indie developers who take feedback into consideration and aren't out
to make a quick buck but deliver an experience they'd want to play. You'll get that here. There are a few annoying things
though: having to wait for all your ships to come in from far flung corners of map to jump out of system, slow movement
around map etc. But nothing major.. Quirky with 16-bit like gameplay. I really like the graphic style and recommend to anyone
wanting to play a action platform game that is very similar to many of the old classics.. Is there only one ending?. A lovely little
figure-out-the-UI puzzle game based on manipulating a landscape. Drags a bit in the middle part when you've figured out how to
do stuff and just have to iterate on it for a while, but it's reasonably short. Good sense of discovery.. 10/10
4K Graphics
Premium Sound
Fun and Immersive Gameplay
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